FOR STATES, THE WORK ON ‘FOREVER CHEMICALS’ HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN

The negative health impacts already have led to more testing, remediation and litigation; for the Midwest, the potential economic effects on agriculture also loom large.

by Tim Anderson ( tanderson@csg.org)

O

ver the past two years, policy "firsts" have cropped up in state legislatures across the country to deal with the problem of PFAS, a class of widely used chemicals linked to harmful health effects in humans and animals.

In the Midwest, Illinois became the first U.S. state to ban the incineration of PFAS (HB 4818), and Minnesota is the first in the region to outlaw these chemicals in food packaging (SF 20). Wisconsin, for the first time, now has enforceable limits on levels of PFAS in community drinking water systems, joining Michigan in the Midwest. Outside the region, some of the recent actions have been even further-reaching.

Maine, for instance, is prohibiting all non-essential uses of PFAS in products, and after sewage sludge was discovered to be a source of widespread PFAS contamination on farmland, the state banned the use of sludge as fertilizer.

Also this year, Maine legislators established a $60 million trust fund for farmers whose land and products have been contaminated by PFAS. Through the fund, the state will purchase contaminated property, replace the lost income of farmers and monitor the health of affected families. In Vermont, residents exposed to PFAS contamination now have a right to medical monitoring (paid for by PFAS polluters).

"It's everywhere, and the cleanup is very difficult to do and very expensive," Minnesota Rep. Ami Wazlawik says about the challenges posed by PFAS contamination.

"So you have the prevalence of the chemicals in the environment, the fact that they are 'forever chemicals' that stick around, and then the negative health impacts."

'TURN OFF THE TAP'

All of those concerns led Wazlawik to become a leading voice on PFAS-related issues in the Minnesota Legislature. Her focus, in particular, has been on measures to "prevent further contamination."

That's why she sponsored the food packaging bill from 2021 and introduced measures this year to ban the manufacture and sale of PFAS-containing cosmetics, cookware, ski wax and apparel (none of the legislation from 2022 passed).

Sarah Doll, national director of the group Safer States, refers to bills like these as a "turn off the tap" approach to PFAS.

States have been at the forefront of these policies as well as two other types of strategies, she says. One, "figure out the problem" through more testing and monitoring, as well as studying the health effects. Two, "address the problem" — investing in PFAS cleanup, establishing regulatory standards, suing polluters, etc.

The "turn off the tap" approach has particular appeal because of the "forever" nature of these chemicals, says A. Daniel Jones, a biochemistry professor at Michigan State University and associate director of the school's Center for PFAS Research.

"If we keep manufacturing more of them, and they don't go away, the levels are just going to increase unless we do something about it," he says.

---

Sources: Safer States, Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP and CSG Midwest research

---
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States have been at the forefront of these policies as well as two other types of strategies, she says. One, "figure out the problem" through more testing and monitoring, as well as studying the health effects. Two, "address the problem" — investing in PFAS cleanup, establishing regulatory standards, suing polluters, etc.

The "turn off the tap" approach has particular appeal because of the "forever" nature of these chemicals, says A. Daniel Jones, a biochemistry professor at Michigan State University and associate director of the school's Center for PFAS Research.

"If we keep manufacturing more of them, and they don't go away, the levels are just going to increase unless we do something about it," he says.
JUST IN TIME FOR FOOTBALL, SPORTS GAMBLING GOES LIVE IN KANSAS; OHIO TO BEGIN BETTING ON JAN. 1

Legalized sports betting spread to an eighth Midwestern state in September, when four casinos in Kansas began accepting online and in-person bets. The state has a unique regulatory structure on gambling due to constitutional language that makes most forms of gambling illegal. One of the exceptions: casino-style wagering owned and regulated by the state. Four state-owned commercial casinos operate via a partnership with private companies, and this year’s SB 84 authorized each casino (operated by the Kansas Lottery) to engage up to three online platforms or apps in addition to taking in-person bets. The law also permits sports betting in restaurants and venues operated by nonprofit fraternal or veterans’ organizations, as well as allows new compacts to be negotiated with tribal nations to offer sports betting at tribal casinos.

Another unique aspect of sports gambling in Kansas is where the money will go. Much of the state revenue is earmarked for two funds, one to investigate and prosecute white-collar crimes and a second to attract professional sports teams (for example, to help with the construction of a new stadium).

All Midwestern states except Minnesota have legalized online and/or in-person sports betting (see map). Nebraska and Ohio each legalized it in 2021, with LB 561 and HB 29, respectively, but sportsbooks are not yet operational in those states. The Ohio Casino Control Commission in August announced that in-person sports betting will begin on Jan. 1.

Where does the new state revenue go? Examples include a fund for school-based sports and extracurricular activities in Ohio, property tax relief in Nebraska, infrastructure projects in Illinois, school aid in Michigan, and state general funds in Indiana and Iowa, the American Gaming Association notes.

According to Legal Sports Report, U.S. states have collected more than $1.6 billion in revenue from sports betting since June 2018, the year a U.S. Supreme Court decision gave states the authority to legalize this activity.

Canada began allowing single-game sports betting in August 2021, but leaves regulation to the provinces. Ontario in April became the first province to announce an “open” or competitive sports book market, while Alberta released a “request for proposals” for two retail sportsbooks.

In June, the Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority announced a vendor agreement with the British Columbia Lottery Corporation to develop an online gambling site that will include single-event sports betting. The portal is scheduled to be available to provincial residents before the end of the year, the authority said.

MINNESOTA HAS NEW PRIVACY PROTECTIONS FOR STUDENTS USING SCHOOL-ISSUED TECH DEVICES

A new Minnesota law, the Student Data Privacy Act, bans schools and their technology providers from tracking students’ activities via school-issued laptops or software, as well as from selling, sharing or disseminating young people’s educational data. HF 2353 was passed unanimously by the House and Senate before being signed by Gov. Tim Walz in late May.

Neither schools nor their technology providers can surveil students via tools such as remote location tracking or web cameras, except for specific exceptions such as instances of a device being stolen or activities “necessary to respond to an imminent threat to life or safety.” Additionally, “student interactions” with a school-issued device — for example, his or her browsing activity — cannot be electronically accessed or monitored.

Public schools in Minnesota must now notify students and parents about any contracts with tech providers that grant these companies access to young people’s educational data. These school-provider agreements must include security safeguards, and once the contracts are up, the tech companies must destroy the data or return the information to the educational institutions.

Student data privacy laws are in place in all Midwestern states except Wisconsin, according to Student Privacy Compass, a website that tracks this activity. Another Minnesota bill from this year, HF 3724, would have barred social media platforms such as TikTok and Instagram from using algorithms to drive user-generated content to those under age 18. It failed to advance.

MICHIGAN SPENDING $50 MILLION TO PAY FOR TUITION, OTHER COSTS OF STUDENT TEACHERS

In Michigan, student teachers now have the chance to earn up to $9,600 a semester, a move designed to address educator shortages in many parts of the state.

Often the last part of a college student’s journey to completing a teacher-preparation pathway and earning state certification, student teaching has typically been an unpaid position, one that can last a semester or a full year depending on the college.

Michigan’s new education budget (SB 845) appropriates $50 million for higher-education institutions to offset the costs of a student teacher’s tuition, living expenses or child care (up to $9,600 per student, per semester).

Also in the new budget:

- money to provide $10,000 in scholarships to 2,500 future educators (known as the MI Future Educator Fellowship);
- $175 million in grants for schools to help existing employees earn their teacher certification (known as “grow your own”); and
- $15 million for school districts to offer a paid mentorship and salary for military veterans seeking teacher certification.

In the Midwest, most states have reported drops in recent years in the number of individuals completing teacher preparation programs (see map).

SASKATCHEWAN IMPLEMENTS SCALED-BACK EXPANSION OF PROVINCIAL SALES TAX

Starting in October, Saskatchewan residents had to begin paying a sales tax for ticket admissions to sporting events, concerts and many other entertainment venues. This planned expansion of the Provincial Sales Tax was unveiled in early 2022, but more recently scaled back as part of the Government of Saskatchewan’s four-point “affordability plan” — for example, fitness and gym memberships were removed from the list of newly taxable services, as were recreational activities for young people.

In Canada, events already are among the many service-related activities subject to the federal general sales tax, or GST. The GST is 5 percent; Saskatchewan’s PST is 6 percent.

Five provinces, including Ontario (but not Saskatchewan), partner with the Government of Canada to levy a Harmonized Sales Tax, which combines the federal and provincial sales taxes. The HST is administered by the Canada Revenue Agency, with each province entering into an agreement with the federal government on what the tax base will be and how revenue will be shared.

In the United States, there is no national sales tax, though the federal government does collect excise taxes from sales of motor fuel, tobacco products, alcohol, and some health-related goods and services, according to the Tax Policy Center.

At the state level, professional and large-scale events are typically subject to taxation. More generally, state systems vary widely on the taxation of services; a Federation of Tax Administrators survey from 2017 found that South Dakota collected revenue from more than 100 services, while Illinois, Michigan and North Dakota taxed fewer than 30.

LEGAL LANDSCAPE FOR SPORTS BETTING IN MIDWEST (AS OF SEPTEMBER 2022)

- Legal and operational; both retail and online sportsbooks allowed
- Legal and operational; only retail sportsbooks allowed (tribal casinos only in North Dakota and Wisconsin)
- Legal, not yet operational (legal for retail sportsbooks only in Nebraska, legal for retail and mobile sportsbooks in Ohio)
- Not legal

Source: American Gaming Association
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINNESOTA</th>
<th>ILLINOIS</th>
<th>MICHIGAN</th>
<th>OHIO</th>
<th>SASKATCHEWAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal and operational; both retail and online sportsbooks allowed</td>
<td>Legal and operational; only retail sportsbooks allowed (tribal casinos only in North Dakota and Wisconsin)</td>
<td>Legal, not yet operational (legal for retail sportsbooks only in Nebraska, legal for retail and mobile sportsbooks in Ohio)</td>
<td>Not legal</td>
<td>Legal and operational; both retail and online sportsbooks allowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of tax systems (2020)

Canada U.S.

| Tax-to-GDP ratio | 34.4 | 25.5 |
| % of revenue from personal income taxes | 36% | 41% |
| % of revenue from corporate income taxes | 12% | 5% |
| % of revenue from social security contributions | 14% | 24% |
| % of revenue from taxes on goods, services | 23% | 18% |

Source: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>Percentage of revenue from income taxes</th>
<th>Percentage of revenue from social security contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of tax systems (2020)

Source: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
But instituting such bans can be difficult. As a class of chemicals, Jones says, PFAS can have some “really important functions, so we’d like to be able to distinguish between the essential needs and then where there are some good substitutes that are available and that would not be just better for our health, but better for our economies and the ecology.” PFAS refers to a class of many different chemical compounds. Two of them, PFOA and PFOS, have “become the poster children for PFAS,” Jones says, because the toxicity and health effects of these particular compounds are relatively well known. The same cannot be said for many other chemical compounds in the PFAS family that remain in use today. (PFOA and PFOS are no longer manufactured in the United States.)

In Minnesota, Wazlawik says, one reason for the success of its food-packaging ban was that parts of the food industry already were moving toward PFAS alternatives in its products. According to Doll, another policy lever for states is to help private industry find those alternatives. “It’s not just about dinging the companies,” she says. Minnesota has a University-led Technical Assistance Program to help businesses with environmental stewardship. In the state of Washington, a recent law directs the Department of Health to designate chemicals of concern and then identify the use of these chemicals and the portion in which these chemicals are being used. To ban the use of these chemicals, the department must first demonstrate that “safer alternatives are feasible and available.”

“All OVER THE PLANET”

The Environmental Working Group, a nonprofit, nonpartisan research and advocacy organization, tracks PFAS pollution in public and private water systems, and then regularly updates its national findings by state. As of June, it had documented close to 1,000 contaminated sites in the United States. Michigan has among the highest number of these sites, but Jones says that’s because the state has been a leader in terms of monitoring and testing. “These chemicals are all over the world now, but Michigan has taken a much more aggressive role in trying to figure out where these chemicals are,” Jones says.

That’s been really important, because we need to understand what the scope of the problem is and how to prioritize cleanups. Where is it the worst? Where are the hotspots?”

Along with widespread testing for the presence of PFAS in the environment, Michigan has regulatory standards for levels of PFAS in drinking water, surface water, groundwater, and the releases by wastewater treatment plants. In recent years, too, legislators have invested heavily in PFAS contamination and cleanup — most recently in this year’s SB 565, which specifies that $55 million in state water revolving funds be used to eliminate PFAS and other emerging contaminants in drinking water.

According to Wazlawik, much of the work in Minnesota is being guided by a PFAS “blueprint;” an agency-led effort that prioritizes the state’s response. In future sessions, she says, much of the legislative role will be to adequately fund those priorities. Part of the focus in Minnesota, and other states, is getting a better handle on the risks of different PFAS chemicals to human health. Jones says a colleague at MSU’s Center for Policy Research aptly refers to PFAS as “the genie in the bottle.”

“How’s it going to impact our health? How will it become significant? And we just need to know more.”

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, high levels of certain PFAS may lead to increased cholesterol levels, a greater chance of kidney or testicular cancer, small decreases in infant birth weights, and an increased risk of high blood pressure.

Example of state regulation of PFAS in drinking water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Has enforceable maximum contaminant levels for seven PFAS compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Sets health advisory guidelines (not legally enforceable) for six PFAS compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Has enforceable drinking water standards for two PFAS compounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Environmental Council of the States and CSG MIDWEST research

The cause: the use of biosolids containing PFAS on the land where the cattle were located. “Some groups estimate that 20 percent of the farms may already have contaminated biosolids spread on them,” Jones says. “If that’s the case, what do we do next? How do we preserve our farms? Can you add things into the soil that keep the PFAS chemicals from getting into the crops?”

Those are among the many questions that may lie ahead for legislators, whose work on addressing the impacts of “forever chemicals” has just begun.

Kansas Sen. Carolyn McGinn has chosen water policy as the focus of her Midwestern Legislative Conference Chair’s Initiative for 2022. A series of articles is appearing in Stateline Midwest this year in support of this initiative.

HOW STATES ARE TACKLING THE PFAS PROBLEM: 5 EXAMPLES OF STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTED IN MIDWEST

1. **ENACT LAWS BANNING PFAS IN CERTAIN PRODUCTS**

   **MINNESOTA** will soon become the first state in the Midwest to ban the use of PFAS in food packaging. Under SF 20, signed into law in 2021, “no person shall manufacture or knowingly sell ... a food package that contains intentionally added PFAS. “ The law takes effect in 2024. According to Safer States, attorneys general have active lawsuits over PFAS contamination against PFAS polluters.

2. **TEST THE WATER AND RAISE PUBLIC AWARENESS**

   Many Midwestern states have expanded PFAS testing and monitoring in drinking water. That includes **MINNESOTA**, which has an interactive online dashboard that allows residents to find out levels of PFAS (if any) in their community water systems. In unveiling this new resource, the Department of Health noted that Minnesota has joined states such as **ILLINOIS, MICHIGAN** and **OHIO** in conducting statewide testing of PFAS in drinking water.

3. **SET LIMITS ON THE PRESENCE OF PFAS IN THE WATER AND AIR**

   **MICHIGAN** and **WISCONSIN** are among the states with enforceable standards that require action to be taken if certain PFAS compounds are detected in local drinking water systems at or above levels considered harmful to human health. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is planning to adopt standards that are more stringent than any current state-level limits. Some states also have established regulatory standards for the presence of PFAS in surface water (**MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA** and **WISCONSIN**), groundwater (**MICHIGAN**), soil (**MICHIGAN** and **WISCONSIN**), and the air (**MICHIGAN**), according to The Environmental Council of the States.

4. **INVEST IN PFAS REMEDIATION AND CLEANUP**

   Earlier this year, **MICHIGAN** lawmakers made a historic $4.7 billion investment in the state’s water infrastructure. One area of emphasis: PFAS cleanup. Language in Michigan’s SB 565 allocates $55 million in state water revolving funds to address PFAS in drinking water. Another $15 million will be used to clean up a single PFAS-contaminated site in the state.

5. **FILE LAWSUITS AGAINST PFAS POLLUTERS**

   Four years ago, **MINNESOTA** reached an $850 million settlement with 3M. The state had sued the company over the degradation of drinking water and other natural resources in parts of the Twin Cities metropolitan area due to the production of PFAS. Money from the lawsuit is going to 14 impacted communities to invest in their drinking water infrastructure. According to Safer States, **MICHIGAN, OHIO** and **WISCONSIN** are among the 13 U.S. states where attorneys general have active lawsuits over PFAS contamination against manufacturers and others.
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Iowa, the nation’s leader in biofuels production, is pairing a first-of-its-kind $15 requirement with infrastructure grants for gas stations

by Carolyn Orr (carolyn@strawridgefarm.us)

Iowa is the nation’s No. 1 ethanol-producing state, yet it ranks 28th in ethanol consumption, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. “You can’t buy it if it isn’t sold,” says state Rep. Lee Hein, who has long lamented the limited opportunity that Iowans have to support a homegrown product.

“Where it is sold, it is the low-cost fuel and people will try it and use it.” He’s hopeful a new law will help expand ethanol’s use. Under HF 2128, signed by the governor in May, fuel retailers must sell 15 percent ethanol at the pump by 2026.

“It was a long haul,” Hein says about the path to the bill’s passage. “It took two legislative sessions and multiple meetings between legislators and a wide variety of stakeholders. “But by adding exemptions [for certain retailers] and infrastructure support, we got the majority of the industry to support the legislation. It will dramatically increase ethanol consumption while reducing fuel costs for Iowa drivers.”

The change is expected to more than double the number of gas stations in the state carrying E15. Iowa is the first U.S. state to have this blending standard; across the border in Canada, a 15 percent requirement will take effect in Ontario in 2030.

Negotiations, Exemptions, Grants Lead to Passage

Originally considered in 2021, Hein says, the measure encountered pushback from convenience stores and petroleum groups, as well as resistance from lawmakers generally opposed to state mandates. Under the final-negotiated version of HF 2128, certain stations are exempt or can pursue waivers from the E15 requirement. For example, there is a carveout for stations that sold less than 300,000 gallons of gas in 2020 (so long as they have not previously sold E15), a recognition that smaller, single-station operations may not have the capital or resources to make the necessary modifications. Additionally, a retailer can seek an exemption by: 1) submitting a waiver describing why equipment at the location can’t support the higher ethanol blend, or 2) hiring a qualified expert to inspect the facility and certify that it can’t meet the requirement. For example, stations with decades-old motor fuel storage tanks are eligible for the waiver.

According to Hein, less than 10 percent of the stations in Iowa will qualify for an opt-out. HF 2128 also provides grants for gas stations to install the necessary E15 infrastructure, via a three-tiered system under Iowa’s Renewable Fuel Infrastructure Program.

• Tier I — Gas station has never sold E15 blends and sells less than 140,000 gallons of gasoline annually. For this tier, state grants cover the lesser amount of 90 percent of the cost or $63,900.

• Tier II — Gas station has never sold E15 blends but sells more than 140,000 gallons of gasoline annually. For this tier, state grants cover the lesser of 75 percent of the infrastructure costs or $33,250.

• Tier III — Stations not in tiers one or two fall into this category. For this tier, state grants cover the lesser of 70 percent of the costs or $50,000.

Minnesota has a similar grant program for retailers to install the necessary E15 infrastructure. In Iowa, even with the negotiated changes, some legislators still opposed the bill due to concerns about a state mandate, but the measure ultimately received widespread, bipartisan support.

Under the law, stations selling diesel containing more than 20 percent biodiesel will also qualify for the infrastructure grant program. In addition, Hein says HF 2128 doubles the biodiesel tax credit rate to 4 cents per gallon and extends it through 2027. And Iowa is the first U.S. state to extend the credit to include higher biodiesel blends (B20 and B30).

Permanent Repeal of E15 Summer Ban Under Discussion

Coincidentally, the legislation was under discussion this year at the same time President Joe Biden visited an Iowa ethanol plant. He was there to announce a national emergency waiver from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency designed to reduce consumer fuel costs by allowing E15 to be sold year-round.

Without such a waiver, the Clean Air Act prohibits sales of E15 in the summer because, when compared to regular blended gasoline, the greater volatility of this higher ethanol blend can lead to more ground-level ozone, or smog. The federal waiver was only for summer 2022; discussions continue over whether to allow for permanent, year-round sales of E15.

Proponents of such a federal change say that the emissions produced by E15 are less than E10 or straight gasoline. E10 has become a key part of the economy across the Midwest, a region that is home to nearly all of the top ethanol-producing states (see map).

Ethanol is used for more than one-third of the nation’s corn supply, provides jobs in many rural communities, and increases the farm level corn price in the area of an ethanol plant by about 45 cents. With all this supply, though, the Midwestern states use less than 20 percent of the nation’s ethanol.


Examples of How States Support Biofuels

- Require certain blends of biofuels to be sold at the pump
- Provide grants to retailers to install higher-blend infrastructure
- Offer tax credits and incentives to producers or retailers
- Provide exemptions to sales or motor fuels tax
- Establish grants for research and development of advanced biofuels
- Create and track statewide goals for annual renewable fuels sales
- Offer tax credits for purchase of vehicles that run on higher blends
- Reimburse local governments/schools for bus retrofits
- Require state’s vehicle fleet to run on higher blends

Examples of How States Support Biofuels

- Require certain blends of biofuels to be sold at the pump
- Provide grants to retailers to install higher-blend infrastructure
- Offer tax credits and incentives to producers or retailers
- Provide exemptions to sales or motor fuels tax
- Establish grants for research and development of advanced biofuels
- Create and track statewide goals for annual renewable fuels sales
- Offer tax credits for purchase of vehicles that run on higher blends
- Reimburse local governments/schools for bus retrofits
- Require state’s vehicle fleet to run on higher blends

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture
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In a year that ALS took the life of a longtime colleague, Minnesota legislators make historic investment in research, caregiver support

by Jon Davis (jdavis@csg.org)

M

innesota earlier this year made the largest single state investment into ALS research — $20 million over the next three fiscal years — under legislation sponsored by Senate President Pro Temp David Tomassoni, who died last month of complications from the neurodegenerative disease. SF 3372 authorizes $20 million to be allocated in fiscal year 2023 for grants to Minnesota-based research facilities, universities and health systems for “clinical and translational” research on ALS — research on people via surveys or clinical trials, or into connecting the findings in different areas as a way to more effectively advance from discovery to application.

Grants could go to drug development, precision medicine, medical devices, assistive technology and cognitive studies. Another $5 million is slated for caregiver support programs with ALS-specific respite care services. Both pots of funds can be awarded through June 30, 2026.

"Watching him champion this, knowing full well he would not benefit from it ... in politics it's connect the dots to tell a story to influence the outcome," says Minnesota Rep. Dave Lislegard, who agreed to sponsor SF 3372’s companion bill in the House (HF 3603).

"To watch him go through this, it's a true testament to the kind of champion he was," he says.

House Deputy Minority Leader Anne Neu Brindley, for whom the law is the first of its kind in the country, Neu Brindley says, adding that as of early September, no research grants had been issued yet.

The state is also working with the ALS Association to further stretch the caregiver grant allocation by trying to provide training to family members to become caregivers (as opposed to hiring caregivers), she says.

"This is important, Neu Brindley says, as Medicare doesn't cover the kind of home care support ALS patients need — such as 24-hour care, meal delivery, homemaker or personal care services — because it only covers home care on a short-term or intermittent basis, which is impossible by definition for ALS patients.

"We have an opportunity in Minnesota to be a leader in this. So little money is put into this space [ALS research and support] that we can be a real leader with relatively little money," Neu Brindley says, adding that she's open to expanding caregiver funding but wants to see results from this first allocation.

Such support is one of the ALS Association’s policy recommendations for states (see graphic in right column for other ideas).

Tomassoni, quoted by the St. Paul Pioneer Press at a signing ceremony for SF 3372, expressed his hope that the state’s new investment marks "the beginning of the eradication of an insidious disease."

"Not for me but for future generations," he said. “Baseball great” Lou Gehrig died of ALS in 1941, and for too long, little to nothing has been done in research to uncover new and effective treatments for ALS. ... if we do nothing else this session, we can all say we accomplished something significant, something significant in a virtually unanimous fashion.

"I don’t remember ever in my 30 years in the Legislature passing such a significant bill this early in the session without leveraging it against something else. I think we can all be proud of that, too.”

MORE FEDERAL FUNDING NOW GOING TO RESEARCH

Federal support for ALS research got a significant boost in the fiscal year 2022 budget — 20 percent above FY 2021 levels, to almost $200 million.

Part of that funding commitment includes implementation of the ACT for ALS law, a measure signed into law late last year. Money will go to public-private partnerships that research rare neurodegenerative diseases. The goals: advance understanding of the diseases, and develop new treatment methods.

Under the new law, too, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration was charged with developing a five-year action plan for extending the lives of patients through advances in drugs, other medical products and new treatment methods.

That plan was released in June. The U.S. Congress also continued funding an ALS-focused research project at the Department of Defense ($40 million), while providing $115 million to the National Institutes of Health and $10 million for an ALS Registry and Biorepository, according to the ALS Association.


IDEAS ON HOW STATES CAN HELP PEOPLE LIVING WITH ALS AND THEIR FAMILIES

boost funding for caregiver support programs

improve access to broadband and assistive technology for ALS patients

fund wrap-around services such as transportation, housing, nutrition and home modification

tailored policies on telehealth and professional licensing that foster access to specialized care and remote clinical trials

support multidisciplinary care at ALS clinics and other health care settings (such care has been shown to increase the length of life for people living with ALS up to 9 months)

Some numbers on ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, and one of many unknowns

ESTIMATED #OF PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES WITH ALS

20%

ALS IS 20% MORE COMMON IN MEN THAN IN WOMEN, BUT WITH INCREASING AGE, THE INCIDENCE OF ALS EQUALS OUT BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

90%

APPROXIMATE % OF ALS CASES NOT ATTRIBUTABLE TO GENETICS OR KNOWN FAMILY HISTORY

???

FOR YET-UNKNOWN REASONS, U.S. MILITARY VETERANS ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE DIAGNOSED WITH ALS THAN CIVILIANS

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the ALS Association

Some numbers on ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, and one of many unknowns

SOME NUMBERS ON ALS, OR LOU GEHRIG’S DISEASE, AND ONE OF MANY UNKNOWN

31,843

Estimated # of people in the United States with ALS

20%

ALS is 20% more common in men than in women, but with increasing age, the incidence of ALS equals out between men and women

90%

Approximate % of ALS cases not attributable to genetics or known family history

???

For yet-unknown reasons, U.S. military veterans are more likely to be diagnosed with ALS than civilians

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the ALS Association

IDEAS ON HOW STATES CAN HELP PEOPLE LIVING WITH ALS AND THEIR FAMILIES

Boost funding for caregiver support programs

Improve access to broadband and assistive technology for ALS patients

Fund wrap-around services such as transportation, housing, nutrition and home modification

Craft policies on telehealth and professional licensing that foster access to specialized care and remote clinical trials

Support multidisciplinary care at ALS clinics and other health care settings (such care has been shown to increase the length of life for people living with ALS up to 9 months)

Minnesota Rep. Anne Neu Brindley, center, talks with Reps. Kristin Robbins, left, and Tomm Thue, right, after delivering an emotional floor speech in March about her late husband’s battle with ALS. (Copyright Minnesota House of Representatives, photo by Paul Battaglia)

Minnesota Rep. Anne Neu Brindley, center, talks with Reps. Kristin Robbins, left, and Tomm Thue, right, after delivering an emotional floor speech in March about her late husband’s battle with ALS. (Copyright Minnesota House of Representatives, photo by Paul Battaglia)
by Tim Anderson (tanderson@csj.org) 

M ost states in the Midwest, in some way, cut taxes as a part of this year’s legislative sessions. One that could not was North Dakota, where the state’s part-time legislature only convenes in odd-numbered years. But several of the state’s top political leaders appear eager to join the tax-cutting trend in early 2023, unveiling a plan this summer that they say would be the largest income-tax reduction in North Dakota history. Their vision is for North Dakota to move away from its five-tiered, graduated income-tax system (the current top rate is 5.5 percent, highest among the 50 states) and replace it with the lowest flat tax rate in the nation, 1.5 percent. The plan also would eliminate all income taxes for individuals with adjusted incomes of up to $54,725 a year or joint filers with earnings of up to $100,000.

North Dakota Sen. Scott Meyer says this change would mean no income tax at all for 60 percent of the state’s taxpayers, and an even higher percentage would be fully exempt in legislative districts like his that have higher numbers of low- and middle-income households.

The cost to the state: an estimated loss of $500 million during its two-year budget cycle. That equates to about 10 percent of North Dakota’s total general fund budget in 2021-2023 ($4.99 billion).

“Right now, our state is a little flush with funds due to the increase in oil prices; we’ve been very fortunate with our abundance of resources,” Meyer says. “But those resources obviously are finite and things can change. So maybe this [proposed tax change] forces the legislature to become more nimble and to check how we’re spending.”

Some legislators, including Meyer, have contemplated complete elimination of the income tax. But he says the volatility of oil and gas tax revenue (which North Dakota relies on for its general fund as well as to build up reserves), combined with concerns about local property tax burdens, makes it prudent to keep the income tax as a revenue source.

HISTORIC YEAR FOR FLAT-TAX SUPPORTERS

All but seven U.S. states levy some kind of income tax (South Dakota is one of the exceptions), and most have some kind of tiered, “graduated” system — rates of taxation go up at higher income levels. But the Tax Foundation says the year 2022 marked “something of a flat tax revolution.”

“In more than a century of state income taxes, only three states have ever transitioned from a graduated-rate income tax to a flat tax,” Jared Walczak wrote for the foundation in September.

“Another four adopted legislation doing so this year, and a planned transition in a fifth state (Arizona) is now going forward.”

In the Midwest, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan have high flat-tax systems since the 1960s (graduated systems are barred in the Illinois and Michigan constitutions), and Iowa will soon join these states as the result of legislation passed this year. Under HF 2317, Iowa will gradually move to a flat tax rate of 3.9 percent by 2026. It has been one of seven Midwestern states with a graduated tax structure; for incomes above $78,435, the top rate is 8.53 percent. This transition to a flat tax in Iowa, along with a new exemption for retirement income, will reduce net general fund revenue by $1.12 billion in FY 2026, according to the state’s Legislative Services Agency.

Additionally, if certain fiscal triggers are met, Iowa will transition to a flat corporate income rate of 5.5 percent. Indiana and Nebraska also adopted income-tax-related changes this year:

- Indiana’s HB 1002, signed into law in March, will drop the current flat rate of 3.23 percent to 3.15 percent starting next year. Further reductions will occur if two thresholds are met: 1) a year-over-year increase in the general fund is at least 2 percent, and 2) the balance in the state pension fund sufficiently covers pension liabilities. If these thresholds are met, the flat tax rate in Indiana falls to 2.9 percent by 2029. The revenue loss for the state would be an estimated $942 million by 2030, according to an analysis of HB 1002 by the Indiana Legislative Service Agency.
- In Nebraska, the top rate (which applies to incomes above $32,310 for single filers and $64,430 for joint filers) in the state’s graduated system will fall from 6.84 percent to 5.84 percent by 2027.

LB 873, signed into law in April, also gradually drops the corporate income tax rate to 5.84 percent; accelerates a phaseout of Social Security income; and expands a refundable income tax program to not only include property taxes paid to K-12 schools, but community colleges as well. All told, by FY 2027-28, the various provisions in LB 873 will result in a net revenue loss to the state of $946 million, Nebraska fiscal analysts say.

For Meyer, part of the appeal of the flat-tax proposal in North Dakota is that it’s “simple and clean, and because of the exemptions from income taxation for many households, ‘everyone will benefit,’ he says. Supporters of a graduated system, in contrast, say it provides a counterweight to the regressivity of other major sources of state revenue such as the gas tax and sales tax.

“Historic rates on higher incomes are an effective way to capture the increasing share of economic benefits flowing to those at the very top,” Wes Worl, deputy director of state policy research for the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, noted three years ago in an article supporting Illinois’ proposed switch from a flat tax to graduated income tax. (Illinois voters rejected this proposed constitutional change.)

ILLINOIS EXPANDS REACH OF EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

This year, the center tracked how some states used their strong fiscal standing to target relief for “families struggling to afford the basics.” Illinois, for instance, permanently expanded its earned income tax credit (SB 157) from 1.5 percent to 20 percent of the federal credit while also making more people eligible — namely, childless adults between the ages of 18 and 24 or 65 and older, as well as certain immigrant workers.

Most states in the Midwest have a working child tax credit or an ITC of some kind, but policies vary in terms of the amount of the credit and whether it is refundable or non-refundable.

According to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, another policy option for states is to provide a child tax credit to families. Three U.S. states added such credits this year, but none in the Midwest. Many states in the region do offer child care tax credits (see map). Other policy moves this year included an end to the grocery sales tax in Kansas (HB 2106) and the issuance of tax rebate/refund checks in states such as Illinois and Indiana.

Across the border in Saskatchewan, all tax filers are receiving a $500 tax credit as part of the province’s four-point “affordability plan.”

Minnesota Rep. Dave Lee and Kansas Rep. Troy Waymaster serve as co-chairs of the Midwestern Legislative Conference Fiscal Affairs Committee. CSG Midwest director Mike McCabe provides staff support to the committee.
Another Midwestern state has a ‘sanctuary city’ law on the books; Illinois, Indiana and Kansas show how the approaches can be ...individuals who are victims of human trafficking or certain other crimes. Victims who obtain these visas agree to assist with prosecutions and investigations of the case.

“SB 667, the Illinois Way Forward Act, passed last year: It bars law enforcement from assisting in federal immigration investigations and from transferring undocumented persons to immigration detention centers (the bill outlawed such facilities statewide beginning in 2022) in cases where the only alleged offense is the civil violation of identity.”

“It’s not the job of local law enforcement to essentially be ICE,” says Illinois Sen. Omar Aquino, who sponsored each of those bills. “It’s not in their jurisdiction or their role to enforce immigration policy, and especially a policy on the federal level, which is one that is certainly outdated and in need of comprehensive immigration reform.”

Fred Tsao of the Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights, says sanctuary policies don’t make undocumented individuals immune to federal seizure.

“If ICE were to somehow find out that someone is getting released from a county jail or from a state prison, and they’re waiting outside the jail or prison door, nothing is to stop those ICE agents from immediately apprehending that person,” Tsao says.

In Kansas, both Schmidt and Gov. Laura Kelly, who signed HB 2717 into law, agreed immigration concerns should be the prerogative of the federal government and not states.

(Schmidt and Kelly are opponents in this year’s race for governor.)

HB 2717 opponent Rep. Louis Ruiz says local governments should have the authority to deal with immigration and law enforcement issues on the ground level, as they see fit, until federal reform is achieved.

Although Wyandotte County’s ordinance may have differed from other Kansas communities that passed sanctuary policies in that it also distributed municipal IDs, Ruiz says these cards allowed undocumented residents “to move around the city without fear of retribution.”

With the new law in place, Ruiz fears those residents will be forced to move back into the “shadows.”

Michigan Senate Majority Floor Leader Dan Lauwers

‘The other four days’: Lauwers has found some of the most rewarding legislative work to be outside the Capitol – at home with constituents

by Tim Anderson ( tanderson@csg.org) 

Lauwers came to politics unexpectedly. When Bill Schuette, then a member of the U.S. Congress, was looking to fill a staff position, he said in exasperation to a friend, “I wish I could just hire someone who understands Michigan agriculture.” That friend knew just the person: Lauwers, a nearby farmer.

Lauwers got the job and moved to Washington, D.C., knowing little about politics but caring deeply about agriculture — a policy area that he ended up working on in the nation’s capital during the farm credit crisis of the 1980s. He eventually returned to eastern Michigan, raising three children with his wife, Kellie, while also starting his own farm. He ended up working on in the nation’s capital during the farm credit crisis of the 1980s. He eventually returned to eastern Michigan, raising three children with his wife, Kellie, while also starting his own grain-elevator business. When he was elected to the Legislature, Lauwers had to hand off day-to-day operations of that business, once he discovered that the job of legislator was much more than “half-time” work.

In an interview with CSG Midwest, he shared his perspective on legislating and leadership. Here are excerpts:

**Q** Has state policy made a difference in terms of providing more opportunities?

**A** I think we’ve made the state a more inviting place, a little more customer-oriented, if you will. In my first term, we deleted more laws from the books than we put on. I think that has made a difference, enabling more people to consider Michigan as being a good place to live and work.

**Q** In the area of agriculture, in particular, how much emphasis do you place on being a voice for Michigan farmers?

**A** It’s extremely important. On the production side, on the farming side, we’re down to 1 or 2 percent of the total population. So it’s not understood and not familiar to a lot of people. And all legislation is really about education. So on agriculture, it’s important to share that firsthand knowledge you have so people can make a sound decision. That’s been my experience in the Legislature. We’ve had good support for pretty much every agricultural issue that has cropped up in the almost 10 years that I’ve been serving.

**Q** Michigan has legislative term limits, so you’re now one of the more tenured members. What lessons on legislating have you learned over the past decade that you try to pass on to newer members?

**A** I’ve noticed that a number of people come to the Legislature almost swinging, ready to fight. Something got them fired up and they become elected. But with that, I think it’s important to observe how others are getting things done, and to know your legislature. Have some humility. It’s interesting, too, that one thing I’ve observed about good legislators in general, and most of the people in leadership, is that they have experienced a fair amount of loss in their lives. They’ve lost a job or a business or a spouse or a brother. They’ve survived loss, and that seems to focus their energy on what’s important. So they’re better able to make those decisions about what’s worth fighting for and what isn’t.

**Q** You’ve served in leadership in both chambers. What are some of the leadership attributes that you believe are important in the legislative arena?

**A** It’s some of the same skills that I’ve used in my business, or really we all use in raising family. Make your expectations clear, make sure they’re understood, be consistent and hold people accountable. I think everyone appreciates that understanding of what’s expected of them, and seeing that everyone’s treated equally and held accountable.

Then, if there’s a problem, you just find out what expectation they’re not understanding. Get it cleared up and move on.

**Q** What’s your advice for new legislators?

**A** That friend knew just the person: Lauwers, a nearby farmer.
A partnership between a disability rights group and the secretary of state’s office aims to ensure polling places can meet the needs of all Iowans.

The “Voting Accessibility Quick Check” booklet is something every precinct election official in the country should have on Election Day.

We partnered with Disability Rights Iowa to produce “The Voting Accessibility Quick Check” booklet. It’s a tool for precinct election officials to use to ensure polling places meet ADA requirements, as well as to quickly recognize and fix any accessibility issues that may arise on Election Day.

A polling place that was chosen in August could look very different on a snowy November day in Iowa. Our “Quick Check” booklet focuses on the three main components of the polling place: the outside, the entrance and the inside.

It reminds poll workers of things like the necessity for every parking lot to have an accessible space for every 25 spaces, the need for signs from the main entrance to the accessible entrance, and the importance of having 5 paths of travel be at least 36 inches wide.

It’s not enough to be accessible at 7 a.m. when voting begins. Polling places are busy on Election Day. Due to a high volume of people coming in and out of the building, the initial setup could inadvertently change. Tables and chairs might move. Signs could shift. Walkways that were accessible when the polls opened might have obstacles accidentally placed in the path.

That’s why the “Quick Check” guide is such a useful tool. It’s a handy, easy-to-follow booklet that any poll worker can utilize to check for accessibility and adjust when needed.

The booklet includes information about accessible voting equipment, spacing and signage, and it can be used as a measuring tool. Panels in the easy-fold booklet provide the necessary measurements and accessibility requirements for every aspect of the polling place.

QUICK CHECK, BIG DIFFERENCE

The “ADA Checklist for Polling Places” (produced by the U.S. Department of Justice) is a 25-page document that provides technical assistance for polling place accessibility.

A few years ago, my office provided tablets to all 99 counties with this checklist installed as an app. This allowed auditors to identify and set up polling places ahead of elections. Our “Quick Check” booklet is an easy-to-manage instrument that poll workers and county auditors have found useful to double-check ADA accessibility at the polls before they open on Election Day morning.

Most important, we are ensuring that Iowans with disabilities have equal access to voting.

“It has been an honor to partner with the Secretary of State’s Office in preparing the quick-check voting guide,” Catherine Johnson, executive director of Disability Rights Iowa, says. “It has been an exciting experience for our agency to participate in (its) growth and development.”

We must continue to find unique and innovative ways to help all eligible citizens cast their ballots.

The U.S. Election Assistance Commission’s report on Disability and Voting Accessibility in the 2020 Elections showed significant progress in making voting easier for people with disabilities. Among people with disabilities who voted in person, 18 percent reported difficulties. This is down from 30 percent in 2012.

Despite improvements, there is still much more work to be done. “The Voting Accessibility Quick Check” booklet is something every precinct election official in the country should have on Election Day. It’s a tool that helps make elections more accessible for eligible voters by allowing precinct election officials to review accessibility throughout the day and to quickly remedy any concerns that arise.

That, in turn, makes their jobs easier. Those are two goals every state election commissioner should strive to achieve.

Paul Pate returned to the Iowa Secretary of State’s Office in 2015, 20 years after my first tenure on the job began, one of my top priorities was helping voters and Iowans with disabilities vote. That initiative turned into a multi-pronged, multi-year effort geared toward voter and poll worker education and community outreach, as well as providing the necessary resources at every polling place.

The initiative was recognized with a U.S. Elections Assistance Commission Cleare Award in 2018. But our work was far from finished.

Ahead of the 2020 elections, my office unveiled a new tool to ensure accessibility at every polling place in Iowa.

Polar: A partnership between a disability rights group and the secretary of state’s office aims to ensure polling places can meet the needs of all Iowans.

A partnership between a disability rights group and the secretary of state’s office aims to ensure polling places can meet the needs of all Iowans.
Looking Back, Looking Ahead: CSG Justice Center Celebrates 20 Years of Data-Driven, Consensus-Based Work in States

This summer, I was thrilled to kick off the CSG Justice Center’s 20th anniversary celebration. Twenty years ago, a group of dedicated criminal-justice stakeholders and thought leaders released the Criminal Justice/ Mental Health Consensus Project.

The report outlined 47 policy statements to guide legislators, practitioners and advocates as they work to improve responses to people with mental illnesses who have contact with the criminal justice system. This publication was the first of its kind, and it did what the CSG Justice Center does best: bring together key leaders from various impacted systems to come to consensus around evidence-based policy recommendations.

When we published this report in 2002, those original staff members were still part of The Council of State Governments’ Eastern Regional Conference. Today, we have blossomed into the CSG Justice Center, an organization of more than 100 researchers, practitioners, and policy experts who believe deeply in our mission to advance public safety, strengthen communities and promote second chances.

Now more than ever, we are proud to assist leaders as they arrive at shared understandings of problems and consensus-based solutions.

While bipartisan agreement can seem elusive in these times, I take pride in our role in nurturing and maintaining the ability of our state and local partners to work across ideological lines to improve their justice systems in meaningful and lasting ways.

Our Presence: Consensus, Reforms and Results

For 20 years, the CSG Justice Center has used data and research-driven practices to improve diversion systems, expand reentry supports and foster meaningful justice reforms.

The results we’ve helped our partners achieve are numerous and significant.

We have prioritized treatment over incarceration for adults and youth with behavioral health conditions by building commitments for change and securing more than $1.4 billion in federal funding for communities.

We have also helped establish more than 520 diversion programs nationally, including 150 alternatives to traditional law enforcement responses to people in crisis and hundreds of mental health courts.

A particular point of pride is the national Stepping Up initiative, which works with more than 550 counties to reduce the number of people in jail with mental illnesses.

In the field of reentry, we’ve helped generate more than half a billion dollars in federal investments to expand services and enable second chances, including growing Second Chance Act funding by $75 million in just over 10 years.

We have also helped create more than 1,000 reentry programs and initiatives that have served over 160,000 adults and youth returning to communities and impacted even more through state and local policy changes.

Our impact has also extended to state capitols, where we have supported the passage and implementation of reforms in both Democratic- and Republican-led states to halt unsustainable prison growth, including leading the charge to create the Justice Reinvestment Initiative.

This work has facilitated major justice reforms in 31 states and the investment of $245 million in efforts to control the growth of prison populations, reduce recidivism and increase the availability of treatment.

We have also supported states to reform their juvenile justice systems.

Our Plans: Looking Forward

Today, our work is evolving to meet the real-time challenges and opportunities in the field, including an increasing focus on providing guidance for states and localities to tackle racial inequities.

As an organization, we are uniquely positioned to break down complex silos, bringing people together across disciplines and ideologies to facilitate change.

Our work not only sparks creativity and consensus in states and communities, but also on Capitol Hill, delivering tangible and significant value to our stakeholders and other partners, while also encouraging them to strive for more.

I look at this anniversary not only as an occasion to celebrate our successes over the past 20 years, but also as an opportunity to take stock of where we are and where we want to go during the next 20 years.

And we’re dreaming big.

We’ve set concrete and ambitious future milestones, including helping states scale reentry supports, positioning communities to greatly expand diversion and crisis supports for people with behavioral health needs, expanding front-end diversion for juveniles, removing barriers for occupational licensing, and ensuring that relevant, up-to-date data analyses are publicly available to inform criminal justice policy decisions nationally.

Additionally, one of our main goals is to center racial equity in all of our projects and programs, including training our own staff to advance this important work.

To address the useful overrepresentation of Black, Indigenous, and people of color in the criminal and juvenile justice systems, we must have honest conversations about what the data show us and pursue consensus-based solutions with creativity, persistence, bravery and hopefulness.

We have the capacity and drive to ensure the CSG Justice Center will continue to not only help states and communities improve their justice programs, but also shape the future of justice policy in the United States.

I am so excited to see what we will accomplish in the next 20 years.

Our People: Celebrating Our Staff and Partners

The CSG Justice Center is the sum of our people — our dedicated board and staff, who are exceptionally gifted and committed to their work.

Our Advisory Board represents a cross-section of leaders who shape criminal justice policy across the United States; their leadership in shaping our policies and priorities is invaluable.

Our staff are the other engine of our success; their expertise and dedication to the work is truly inspiring. I am proud to work for an organization filled with passionate, hard-working and enthusiastic individuals who come to work every day wanting to make our justice system more fair, equitable and efficient.

Ultimately, this anniversary is also a celebration of our members and partners in all 50 states with whom we have worked over the last two decades, and who have helped us impact the lives of millions of Americans.

We are so grateful for the trust that state and local leaders have placed in us while we help them achieve their goals, and we look forward to helping them continue to do so for the next 20 years.

Lastly, I want to thank our funders for their generous support.

Their commitment to improving our justice and safety systems has made our work possible.

We are grateful to the initial group of foundations that supported the Consensus Project alongside the U.S. Departments of Justice and Health and Human Services — the van Ameringen Foundation, the Melville Charitable Trust, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the MacArthur Foundation and the Open Society Institute.

We are proud that many of these initial private and public funders remain our partners and supporters to this day.

Throughout the rest of this year, we will be celebrating our anniversary by highlighting the CSG Justice Center’s 20 years of impact.

This will include sharing our top projects and publications from the past 20 years, connecting with our members through social media campaigns and other platforms, sharing “fun facts” about our organization that most people do not know, and overall, celebrating the CSG Justice Center’s work.

Please make sure to follow along on our social media to ensure you don’t miss any of the activities we have planned.

The Council of State Governments was founded in 1933 as a national, nonpartisan organization to assist and advance state government. The headquarters office, in Lexington, Ky., is responsible for a variety of national programs and services, including research, reference publications, innovations transfer, suggested state legislation and interstate consulting services. The Midwestern Office supports several groups of state officials, including the Midwestern Legislative Conference, an association of all legislators representing 11 states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin) and the Canadian province of Saskatchewan. The provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario are MLC affiliate members.

Guest Author: Megan Quattlebaum

Megan Quattlebaum serves as director of the CSG Justice Center, leading a staff of more than 100 people.
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ILLINOIS REP. MAURICE WEST

What I liked best and found most valuable: “The best part was the fact that the atmosphere in the room quickly welcomed in trust and confidentiality amongst my colleagues. We had discussions that we were confident were not going to meet us back in our states. That is extremely important, especially when party affiliations are showcased. I also liked that partisan politics were left in our individual states, and we didn’t bring it with us. I may not agree with what you just said, but no need to fight you over it when we are both here to become better leaders.”

How I describe my BILLD experience: “I will tell legislators that come into the Illinois General Assembly after me that if they have a desire to be a leader under the dome, then they better apply for BILLD. The conference will ensure that you have all the resources and connections needed to be effective.”

MICHIGAN REP. ABRAHAM AIYASH

What I liked best and found most valuable: “The communication session and economic forecast sessions were incredibly helpful. One gave us more practical, qualitative skills and the other provided some technical insight on each state’s economic future, concerns, and area of promise. … The opportunity to engage with legislators of diverse parties and political parties gave me hope in the era of hyper-partisan politics. I hope to bring that same spirit back to our state capital to better build relationships that will help create spaces for reforms and policies that will improve the lives of our residents.”

How I describe my BILLD experience: “BILLD is an opportunity to engage with ambitious, forward-thinking leaders across the Midwest to better understand how different state governments operate and allows you to think about how to engage with civility, productivity, and compromise without short changing your values. If you want to be a better legislative leader, BILLD will give you the regional network and inspiration to learn from a diverse array of folks in public service.”

MINNESOTA REP. KRISTIN ROBBINS

What I liked best and found most valuable: “My favorite part of the program was the opportunity to build relationships with other legislators from other Midwest states and Canadian provinces. It was very helpful to be able to compare notes on bills, learn about differences in how our bodies and caucuses function, and talk about ways we may be able to work together on issues our states/provinces are both dealing with … I also really enjoyed the issue-oriented briefings on energy and the economic/labor market outlook. I think we all value the opportunity to get thought leadership/briefings on important macro-level issues, which is not usually possible in a legislative session.”

How I describe my BILLD experience: “BILLD was an excellent experience … The sessions delivered good content and were intentionally designed to maximize mixing the group and creating opportunities for networking and relationship building. There was a good mix of thought leadership, professional development, networking and some time for personal reflection. I would highly recommend it to all of my colleagues! It is worth the time commitment and is an opportunity to recharge and renew your passion for public service.”

OHIO REP. SUSAN MANCHESTER

What I liked best and found most valuable: “I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to network with other state legislators from across the Midwest. It was so refreshing to relate to each other on the personal and professional challenges we face … I found the sessions on civility and communication to be most valuable. Our session on civility reminded us that we have all experienced a turning point in life that has shaped us into the people we are today. Developing empathy based on understanding those experiences is a critical skill for navigating today’s divisive political environment. The session on communication showed us the importance of listening and valuing what other people have to say. … The beauty of BILLD is that we focused on our roles as people who are legislators, not as legislators who represent a particular party.”

How I describe my BILLD experience: “The BILLD program creates an open environment for bipartisan discussions on the fundamentals of working with people. We were reminded that we are people first, not party affiliation first. As I’ve spoken with friends and family about my experiences at BILLD, everyone is encouraged to hear that there is a program like this for state legislators to come together and learn. Participating in the BILLD program is a tremendous asset for legislators across the Midwest who want to better state government.”

‘Renew your passion for public service’: 4 members of the 2022 class reflect on what they valued most from the 5-day experience
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